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APRIL 13
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY, MUNCIE, IN
FORENOON OF WOE
Benson, a distraught man, unknowingly himself shall endure a morose morning quite dreadful. However, his unheeding nature betrays the very plights for which he cries.
Dir. by Jacob Guenin 5min. Comedy Mild violence

LOVE: A FOUR LEGGED WORD
"Love: A Four Legged Word" invites viewers on a journey to their local animal shelters and volunteer their time and love to help orphaned cats and dogs find a home.
Dir. by Max Harp 3min. Documentary/Nonfiction

THAT FRIDAY NIGHT
Late one Friday night, two friends struggle to come up with something to do. When they resolve to prank a dysfunctional couple, they get more than they bargained for.
Dir. by Von Storm 12min. Drama Language

IN A PLACE, TOGETHER, DOING SOMETHING
Three unlikely stories are woven together, bound by the one thing they have in common: dialogue.
Dir. by Emily Fischer 5min. Alternative/Experimental Violence

UNVEILED
A Woman, mourning the loss of her spouse, goes after the corporation she holds responsible. She joins forces with a resistance group with their own plans.
Dir. by Quentin Basnaw 14min. Action Violence

KEYZE ARIZONA - STILL ALONE
Indianapolis artist, Keyze Arizona, contemplates his struggle in a world that constantly battles to bring him down.
Dir. by Nevin Markitan 3min. Music Video Drug use

THE FOLLOWED
A wandering man is pursued through the landscapes of the West.
Dir. by Nick Kinder 4min. Drama Mild violence

ALEXA 2.0
In the near-future, Amazon releases a new software update for their home A.I., Alexa. Everything runs smoothly and efficiently...except for some (unfortunate) side effects.
Dir. by Elijah Brand 7min. Comedy

THIS BODY IS MINE
A PSA about a person's ownership of their body no matter the circumstances.
Dir. by Kate Young 1min. PSA

kNOw PSA
This sexual assault PSA deals with the pressures of sexual situations. Whether with strangers, significant others, or even just friends, consent should never be coerced, and should always be continuous, sober, and voluntary.
Dir. by Selena Webb 2min. PSA Suggestive content

10 MIN. INTERMISSION

RAFFLE DRAWING

MAGIC OFF: THE FINAL ACT
The classic red magician and modern blue magician find themselves battling yet again for sorcerer's supremacy in a quad not-so-far-away. But when a newcomer challenges their power on the battlefield, will they be able to set aside their differences and stop him?
Dir. by Blake Conner 16min. Action Comedic violence

LIGHTSWITCH
A night shift worker finds something peculiar in his warehouse.
Dir. by Nick Kinder 6min. Alternative/Experimental

ALCOHOL: THE FALSE CULPRIT
On October 24th, Ball State University banned IFC Fraternities from hosting events with alcohol in hopes of reducing assault and misconduct. Yet with campus being dry, it did little to answer the real question concerning students: What is Ball State doing to address sexual assault?
Dir. by Savonne Pearson 8min. Documentary/Nonfiction

KEYZE ARIZONA - LIGHT THE CITY UP
A young man roams the city with his friends. No matter what's thrown in his way, he's determined to bring himself and his crew to the top.
Dir. by Von Storm 3min. Music Video Language

THE MIDNIGHT MAN
Young writer Hannah tries to escape her stalker by moving to a new town, but she finds that not even moving can put an end to the disturbing happenings of her own stories... if they're even hers anymore.
Dir. by Will House 6min. Drama Violence

YOU ARE THE UNIVERSE
A visual poetry piece exploring the idea of what being alive on Earth means for every form of life from a human's perspective.
Dir. by Lilly Hunchman 2min. Alternative/Experimental

BILLIE & THE MAN
After having the leg cut off of her beloved dog, a woman named Billie seeks revenge on the Man that butchered it.
Dir. by Ashley Mullen 3min. Comedy Mild violence